
The fastest, safest, and most cost-effective framework to 
drive migration and modernization in the Azure Cloud

The Neudesic Cloud Factory

Learn more, contact: 800.805.1805 • info@neudesic.com

The Neudesic Cloud Factory enables teams to concurrently migrate and modernize multiple applications
to increase scalability, �exibility, and meet the diverse needs of our clients with a three-prong approach:

60% Faster Time to Value
Leveraging automation for collection and 
deployment with established templates

Single Cohesive Team Delivery Model
Disciplined delivery by fully onshore or hybrid team 
to reduce errors

Reduced Delivery Risk 
With proven frameworks backed by 10,000+ 
development hours

Up to 40% More Cost E�ective
With economies of scale and proven Azure 
migration processes 

The Neudesic Cloud Factory is a repeatable 

framework that accelerates the typical 

migration and modernization timetable to 

provide more value to organizations in 

less time. The Cloud Factory is powered by 

automation, delivered by a single onshore 

or hybrid team, and fully aligned to the 

Microsoft Cloud Adoption Framework.
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Refactoring provides clients 
with long-term cost savings 

and improves resiliency

Modernizing maximizes 
performance, optimizes costs, 
and accelerates client delivery

Lift & Shift helps clients 
reduce costs, remove risk, 

and increase �exibility
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While the concept of a migration factory isn’t new, the Neudesic Cloud Factory o�ers a variety of unique characteristics 
that have been consistently proven to reduce cost, add value, and accelerate overall client modernization in the cloud.

Our End-to-End Approach for Migration
Let Neudesic help guide your cloud transformation journey with a proven end-to-end approach to 

maximize your organizational investments and reduce overall time to value.
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Portfolio Rationalization Up Front
To pre-assign workloads to pods & accelerate 
development

Flexible Cost-E�ective Model
Based on a migration-as-a-service cost model, we 
can reduce cost for multiple pod utilization & 
longer-term contracts

Specialized Teams for Industry Compliance
Ensures compliance with key regulations & overall 
risk reduction

100% Onshore Delivery Option
Ensures seamless delivery when o�shore 
resources aren’t viable

Cloud Knowledge Transfer and Upskilling 
Providing domain knowledge to client teams 
around DevOps, Kubernetes & cloud-native skills

100% OPEX Model 
Allows organizations the �exibility to budget on 
a monthly basis


